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COMPACTNESS FRAMEWORK AND CONVERGENCE
OF LAX-FRIEDRICHS AND GODUNOV SCHEMES

FOR A 2 x 2 NONSTRICTLY HYPERBOLIC SYSTEM
OF CONSERVATION LAWS

By

BRUNO RUBINO

Scuola Normale Superiore, Piazza dei Cavalieri, Pisa, Italy

Abstract. A compactness framework and a convergence theorem for the Lax-
Friedrichs scheme and the Godunov scheme applied to the Cauchy problem for a
2x2 nonstrictly hyperbolic system of conservation laws are established. The exis-
tence of weak solutions is proved using the theory of compensated compactness of
Tartar, Murat, DiPerna, and Serre.

1. Introduction. We are concerned here with the convergence of two types of
approximations to a weak solution of the Cauchy problem for the following 2x2
system of conservation laws:

ut + (({ + n)u2 + f(v)) x = °>

vt + (uv)x = 0, (1-1)
(w, v)|,=0 = (U0,v0),

where n e N, / £ C (E) is an even and superlinear function such that f(v) =
kv2n + 0(\v\2n+l) for some k e R+ , and for all v satisfying

f\v)v > 0 for v ± 0,
f"(v) > 0 for v ± 0.

In a previous paper [31] we investigated the convergence of vanishing viscosity ap-
proximation to a weak solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1) by employing some of the
ideas developed by Kan [19] in his doctoral thesis for the case wherein f{v) = \v2.
Systems of this type have been numerically studied in connection with oil reservoir
engineering models in [17] and [18], and they have also been investigated in some
problems of mathematical physics [1, 2, 8, 20, 32],

Here we prove the convergence of two conservative finite-difference schemes,
namely the Lax-Friedrichs scheme and the Godunov scheme. A complete account of
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the numerical literature on these approximations and convergence goes beyond the
scope of this paper; however, we wish to mention [1, 2, 5, 7, 11, 13, 14, 22, 21].

The method of compensated compactness is the main tool in proving the conver-
gence of the Lax-Friedrichs and the Godunov approximations to a weak solution for
(1.1) and we refer to the classical papers of Tartar [36], Murat [29], and DiPerna
[6, 7, 8, 9] for the most important ideas in the general theory. Moreover, some im-
portant contributions are also due to Chen, Ding and Luo [1], Chen [2], and Serre
[34].

In order to use the compensated compactness method we need to establish a uni-
form L 00-bound for classical difference schemes. The only pointwise bounds cur-
rently available for the difference scheme for 2x2 systems are those derived by
using invariant regions ([3, 15, 35]).

Now we observe that the system (1.1) under the previous assumptions fails to be
strictly hyperbolic at the origin, where an isolated umbilical point occurs. Indeed, if
we write the system (1.1) in the vector form

^ + F{W)X = 0 (1.2)
|r=0 — ^0

by denoting % = (u, v)T, F{%) = ((^ + n)u2 + f(v), uv)T, then it is strictly hy-
perbolic when the two characteristic speeds, namely the eigenvalues = a^(u , v),
satisfy

< X+.
But in our case, defining

2 2 fG(u, v) = n u +vf (v),
we get that the characteristic speeds of the problem are given by

A (u, v) = (1 + n)u =F \/G(u, v);

since vf'(v) > 0 for all v ± 0, it follows that

A_(w, v) < A+(w, v)

for all (w, v) / (0, 0) and A_(0, 0) = A+(0, 0).
Further, the system (1.1) is genuinely nonlinear if

* 0
for all (u, v), where r+ are the right eigenvectors of k_. .

In our case, letting
gT(u, v) = -nu t yjG(u, v),

we have r (u, v) = (f1 (v), g (u, w))T ; so we have

• rT = j-j=^== I [(2n + 3)s/G(u, v) =F n{2n - 1 )u] f\v)

+ \/G(u ,v)±nu vf"(v)
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and the genuine nonlinearity fails along the u-axis: {(u, v) € R2 : v - 0} .
A weak solution to (1.2) is a measurable function % = %((x, t) such that, for all

<J> e C0', one has
r+oo r+oo r+oo

/ / (^(x, t)4>t + F{&(x, t))Ox)dxdt+ / ^0(x)<D(x, 0)<& = 0.
J 0 J —oo J —oo

An entropy-entropy flux pair of the system (1.2) is defined to be a pair of functions
t], q € C1 (R2 , R) such that

Vq = \7r]VF. (1.3)

We say that a solution ^/(x, t) satisfies the entropy inequality in the sense of Kruzkov
[21] and Lax [25] (see also Hormander [16]) if for any convex q we have

riW')t + qWl)x< 0 (1.4)

in 2'.
Now let us recall [31] that the mechanical energy is given by

i 2 rv ry f'(z)
n*{u>v) = -u + —— dz dy, (1.5)

1 Jo Jo z

which is a strictly convex entropy for (1.1): the corresponding flux is given by

2n + 1 3 fv f\z) ,q (u, v) = —-—u +uv —dz. (1.6)
3 Jo 2

The entropy-entropy flux pair (rjt, qt) will play a fundamental role in getting the
energy estimates, which will be given in a later section.

The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 summarizes the results on the exis-
tence of the invariant domain and the a priori bounds in L°° . For convenience of the
reader, in Sec. 3 we shall recall the construction of Lax-Friedrich approximations and
the Godunov approximations. In Sec. 4 we construct a special class of such entropies
in order to study, in the final section, the behavior of approximation schemes and to
establish that the H~1 -condition and the other compactness frameworks require the
theory of Tartar and DiPerna.

2. Invariant regions. In this section we discuss the construction of invariant regions
for the system (1.2). We define the Riemann problem (1.2) with initial data of the
form

x < 0,
(2.1)= |

/+ x > o.
The solution of the Riemann problem for a hyperbolic system of conservation laws
was constructed by Lax in [23], and he proved that, when and are sufficiently
close, there is a unique solution of the Riemann problem of a certain type (admissi-
bility condition). Now we say that X is invariant if, whenever and are in
I and the Lax solution %S(x, t) of the corresponding Riemann problem exists, then
^(x,<)el for all {x, t).
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Let us recall that B_eC' (to respectively) is a first (second) Riemann invariant
for (1.2) if for all (w, v)

T(Vco_(u,v)) -r+{u,v) = 0

((Vw+(w, v)) • r_(u, v) = 0). The integral curves of r in the state space are
respectively called the first and second rarefaction wave curves. So, in our case, a
first (second) rarefaction curve satisfies the ordinary first-order differential equation

dv gT(u,v)
du f\v) • (Z-Z)

It can be easily proved (see [31]) that the following properties hold.

Theorem 2.1. For the Cauchy problem (1.1) the curves R_ are obtained by a mirror
reflection of the curves R+ about the v-axis. Further, if we restrict to the R+ family,
moreover

a) the R curves do not intersect the positive w-axis;
b) the R+ curves are in one-to-one correspondence with the points of the neg-

ative w-semiaxis;
c) each one of the R+ curves is confined to the upper half plane and tends to

(0,0) as v -* 0;
d) the half line {(w , v) : u < 0, v = 0} is itself an R curve;
e) every R+ curve that does not stay on the w-axis tends to oo as u —> +oo .

Hence we can conclude that an R+ curve either starts from the origin and stays
on the w-axis going to infinity to the right or it intersects the negative w-axis and
goes to infinity to the right.

Finally, for (1.1) we can construct Riemann invariants co_ , a>+ so that

> v) < 0 < co+(u, v), (2.3)

fw w < 0 fO w<0
®_(«» °) = | o .„ „ , o)+(m, 0) =

and
w>0 + lw w<0

1 dco' < 0,

> 0.

f\v) dv
1 dco,

/» dv
But, as a consequence of the results of Chueh, Conley, and Smoller [3], Hoff [15]

proves the following result.

Proposition. A region X is invariant for (1.2)—(2.1) if at each point of 31 one
of the left eigenvectors is parallel to the normal to <91.

So, as was proved in [31] for the parabolic system, we can now conclude that for
all c > 0 the regions {X,} given by

Z = {(w, v): u>_ + c > 0} n {(w, v) : a> - c < 0} n {(«, v) : v > 0} (2.4)
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form a family of invariant domains. Further, as we will easily prove in Sec. 4, if
a convex set I is invariant for solutions of the Riemann problem, then it remains
invariant for the Lax-Friedrichs and Godunov schemes. Then the construction is
complete.

3. Lax-Friedrichs approximations and Godunov approximations. In this section we
consider Lax-Friedrichs and Godunov schemes for the problem (1.1) and study their
behavior. On the upper half plane Rx x R* we have the grid

{07, ih):je Z, ieN}

where h , / G l+\{0} are the time step length and the space step length, respectively,
that satisfy the CFL condition

max [ sup |A (^')| ) <t<M
t yR^xfO,^ J

for any given T > 0. Since we assume that v\x, t) > 0, it is possible to construct
&'{x, t).

Let
Jt = {jG Z : i + jG 2Z}.

On the rectangle

{(x, t) e x R* : (j - 1)/ < x < {j + 1)/, 0 < t < h, (j - 1) g 2Z},

we define %\x, t) = (u , vl)(x, t) as the solution of the Riemann problem

' ut + ((^ + n) u2 + f(i>)] =0,

vt + (uv)x = °>
. . ( {u'0(U - 1)1), v'0((j - 1)1)) x<jl,
{u,v)u=0=<

I («o(0' + W). vo(U+ 1)0) x>jl,
where %/q(x) = %?0(x)x^i (-^) • Let us now define

'O-i)/

If we have defined 2/' for t < ih , we define on the rectangle

{{x, t) G Rx x R;+ : (j - 1)/ < x < (j + 1)/, ih < t < (i + 1 )h, j G 7J

as the solution of the Riemann problem

ut + ((5 + «)"2 + f(v))x = °>

vt + (uv)x = 0, (31)
, , / K-i.wj-i) x<Jl>
(u>v)\,=ih = \ . t i .I (w;+i, vj+i) x>jl.

j rU+i)l ,
= ^rj % (x, h ) dx.

11 J(i-l)l
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Finally, we define the Lax-Friedrichs scheme as the scheme
■, i i rU+i)l ,

w\x, (i+ \)h )dx. (3.2)11

In the same way, on the rectangle

{(x, t) e Rv x R* : jI < x < (j + 1)1, 0 < t < h},

we define t) = (i/(x, t), v'(x, t)) as the solution of the Riemann problem

ut + ((5 + ")"2 + f(v))x = °»

vt + (uv)x = 0,
_ f (u'0Ul),v'0(jl)) X < (j + \)l,

"~° 1 (u'o(jl), v'0Ul) X>(j + \)l,
where ^(x) = %f0(x)X[_i. +ij(x). Let us now define

j 1 fU+j)' .V) = - / 1t\x,h )dx.
] 1 {j 5)/

If we have defined ^' for t < ih , we define on the rectangle

{(x, t) 6 lx x : jl < x < (j + 1)1, ih < t < (i + 1 )h}

to be the solution of the Riemann problem

ut + ((j + n)u2 + f(v)) x = °>

vt + = °»
r {u'j, v'j) x <{j + ,

(w , v)u_j. = <
I (Uj+i , v'j+l) X>(j+ \)l.

As before, we define the Godunov scheme as the scheme
-(/+*)/i+1 1 f[J+2>' IY- = T / V (x, (i + \ )h ) dx.

' 1 Ju-w (3.3)'u-W
This completes the construction of the two finite-difference schemes.

4. Entropies. We shall construct a special class of entropies in order to establish the
convergence for the Lax-Friedrichs and Godunov approximation to problem (1.1).

Let us notice that
T : (m, v) -► («_, &>+)

is a one-to-one map defining a change of coordinates; so the Riemann invariants
(co_, ty ) can be assumed as a new system of coordinates. Here the characteristic
curves for the entropy equations are the straight lines parallel to the coordinate axes.

Now we consider the Goursat problem associated to the equation

d2r] 1 (dX+{oi) drj dl_{<o) drj \
dco_dco+ A+((o) — A_(co) I da>_ dco+ dco+ da>_J
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with data
rj(co , co*) = 6 (co ),_ +j _v

rj(a)_, co+) = 0+(oj+),

where 6_ and d+ are given functions. We recall the following classical results [36].

Theorem. The solution of the Goursat problem (4.1)—(4.2), in any domain away
from the umbilical point and from the <y+-axis, has the same regularity as the initial
data.

As a consequence to the singularity of the coefficients of (4.1) in the umbilical
point, we shall consider only particular Goursat data, namely

6 (co ) — 0 in co < co* ,
e+ (co+) = o

and particular constants, namely
co*_ < 0,

co*+ = 0.
In this way, the solution will have some particular vanishing properties and, in par-
ticular,

tj(co) = 0 for co_ < co*_.

The technical complications that we meet are mainly due to our incapacity to write
explicitly the change of coordinate T. However, as we easily see, there exists a
Riemann invariant coordinate system (co_ , co+), such that

du 1
doj_ = 2 '

dv _ -nu - yjn2u2 + vf'(v)
dco 2 f'(v)

(4.4)du 1 k '
0co+ ~ 2 '

dv -nu + \Jn2u2 + vf'{v)
dco+ 2 f\v)

In this way we can estimate the asymptotic behaviour of the coefficients of the first-
order term in Eq. (4.1). One has the following result [31].

Lemma 4.1. With the previous assumptions on the Riemann invariant (co_, co+),
the eigenvalues A±(ct>) satisfy the properties:

a)

lim
dl+(co) _ 1

|oj|—>o dco_ 2
d*_(co) _ 1

M™o dco+ ~~ 2 '
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b) in a neighbourhood of the umbilical point one has

- ^-(w) - ni0)+ - M-) + 0(\co\).

Proof. By using (4.4), we have

= ' + ' („ _ !%/!!>) 11 +
2 2 V 2/» J V JnW + vflv).

and

^-(K,)=' + "/'(") +/W in- nu

dc°+ 2 2 V 2/» J V \j n2u2 + v f\v) J '
On the other hand,

^-+(<y) _ k_{co) = 2\Jn2u2 + vf\v);
hence,

8 -a «») -x_(c)) = -vf W+C"" + , "" („ - "/>) +/>)'
+v y -v " 2/' » ^n2u2+vf(v)\ 2f'{v)

a n«o)-+ "" [„_»/"<") +/<»>
^ ^ V» JnV+vf(v)\ V» )

The result is achieved by taking into account that

»/>)+/>) =
*o 2/ (u)

□
Now we notice that for our problem (4. l)-(4.2) the following Riemann represen-

tation formula (see [4, pp. 449/461]) holds:

»/(«) = J ^ 31 (t, 0, oj_ , ty+) ̂ dti ,
(t, COdco v ' +y

m(/, (o.) dk, \
+ A+(f, co+)-k_{t, <u+)dcT^' '

I oj , =0

- Q *<«. 0, »_. »,) ̂ «) + , 0) j A
where ^ = ^(f, s, o>_, £«+) is the Riemann function. Since verifies the hy-
pothesis (4.3), the singularity of 31 does not depend on t. Moreover, t] is regular
on the half plane co_ < k < 0 for all k . It is not difficult to show (see [19]) that it
is sufficient to focus on the behaviour of rj on the square

&' = {(o : -e < co_ < 0 < co < e}
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for some e < S; on the other hand, (co - w_)3t{t, 0, &>_ , gj ) is regular for all
t € [o)*_ , -5]. Here we have, from (4.3),

dt.
rs ( / e-(t) dn

,<«,) = 0, o>_, ^-(') + M,|0)-_/l_(,|0)^:('. 0)^

By the regularity of the Riemann function, using the methods of [19], we can write
31 as a sum of a regular part and a singular part given by

r(<o)
«+ - w -ff(0

where r is a regular function. If we now impose that

rJ CO

If o (1) 8A. \

the function ^ is continuous everywhere. In a similar way we can investigate the
higher-order derivatives of t], by imposing the additional restriction of the initial
datum 6_ . So it is possible to conclude with the following

Theorem 4.2. For the Goursat problem (4.1)—(4.2) there exists a data d_ , vanishing
when -8 < oj_ < 0 for some S > 0, such that the solution rj and its derivatives
with respect to (<w_, (o+) up to the second order are bounded on bounded sets in
the state space (co_ , co+).

The solution just found is said, following Serre [34], to be an east-type entropy
with limit co*_. Similar theorems are true for entropy of west type with limit co*_
and of south or nord type with limit co*+ .

These entropies will be used in the following section.

5. Strong convergence. Here we describe the limit behavior of the approximate so-
lution %/'(x, t) generated from the Lax-Friedrichs scheme to the system (1.1). Then
we apply the compensated compactness theory and establish strong convergence.

We shall now prove a compactness theorem by using the methods of DiPerna [6,
7] and Chen [1, 2], The exposition follows strictly [1, 2],

Theorem 5.1. Let ?)} be a sequence of approximate solutions generated by
either the Lax-Friedrichs scheme or the Godunov scheme and let %/Q(x) be the initial
data satisfying the following hypothesis:

|w0(x)| < M,
0 <v0{x)<M, ^

(1,(^W) - iM) - Vf/.(W0(*) -W))dx < M/(J R

for some constant state ^, some constant M > 0, and the mechanical energy (1.5).
Then

i) there exists a constant c > 0 such that

\u(x,t)\<c, 0 <v'(x,t)<c a.e.; (5.2)
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ii) for all entropy pairs (rj, q), the measure

r,(V')t + q(Wl)x (5.3)u
r-\lies in a compact subset of Hloc .

Proof. We limit ourselves to proving the result only for the Lax-Friedrichs scheme;
the argument is similar in the other case. Without loss of generality, we may suppose

/J R
t] ' (.x))dx < +00;

otherwise, it would be sufficient to introduce a normalized entropy pair

%m = turn-vtj.iWw-W),
q.m = q^W) - Vr,t(W)(F(V) - F(W)).

First, we notice that the regions Xc found in Sec. 2 are convex sets and invariant
regions of the Riemann problem (3.1). So, if {%f(x, •) : x e [x,, x2]} c Xc, then

1 rxi— #(*,-)>
x\ Jx.

■)dx e lc.
v2

Therefore, Lc are invariant domains of the approximations, and the result (5.2)
holds.

To arrive at (5.3), let (rj, q) be an entropy-entropy flux pair for the system (1.1)
and ft1 an approximate solution as constructed before. We give a representation
formula for the measure (5.3) in order to show that it lies in a compact subset of
//~c' . Using Green's formula, for any O e C(! (■9Pr) with

= {(x, t) e Rx x : 0 < t < T — mh},

we can write the entropy identity in the form

J J{ri(&l)<t>t + q(Wl)<I>x)dxdt = M{<t>) + L{<I>) + -L{<l>) (5.4)

where

M(d>)=/" <D(jc, T)r\(W'{x, T))dx- I <J>(x, 0)ti(&l(x, 0)) dx,

*(*>)=rEHii-MW)^)^Jo ^

where S" denotes the set of all shock waves in at the fixed time t, a de-
notes the propagating speed of the shock wave, and [/] denotes the jump of the
function f(?/l{x, t)) across the shock wave (x(t), t) from left to right, namely,
if] = m\X{t)+, o) - wl (x(t)-, t)).

Finally, we decompose the interface error L(O) as follows:

L(<D) = L,(O) + L2(0),
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where (for the Lax-Friedrichs scheme)
^ , ru+l)l ,

L,(<D)= £ / [rj ]dx,
j+i€ 2Z

E / tojK®-«>')<&,
j+i£ 2Z

rO'+i)'

'0-1)/

where [//j] = ?/(^) - »/(^'), = ^'(x, //?"), and ^ = 0(;7, //z).
Now we notice that has compact support in the strip S?T ; therefore we may

substitute, in the equality (5.4), [r\, q) = , qj and O(x) = 1 . So we obtain

0 = M( 1) + L( 1) + Z( 1),
from which

/•O'+l)/ . rT
J2 / [*lj\dx+ ^2W[r]J-[gJ}dt

i+ie2z0-i)' ■'O ^

— [ (x, 0)) dx - f ^(^'(x, T))dx < f tit{^'(x, 0)) dx < const.
•/r^ ^Rr

On the other hand,
^ fu+l)l i
J2 / tylTTtnhi-11/j+i€2Z '0-1)/

rO+1)/ /*1/t/+u< r1 0 ....dx {l- 6){%'_ - + 0(^1 - ^'))(^ - fcj) dd.
j-l)l Jo

(5.5)
We observe, in passing, that if t] is convex, then the entropy inequality

afa] — M>0 (5.6)
is satisfied across the shock waves. So we obtain from (5.5)-(5.6) that

[ -[<1 J} dt < const,
Jo ^

V / <£c / (1 -0)(^1-^,')v\(^' + 0(^-^'))(^ ~^/)<# < const.
Joj+i€2Z

To show that the measure (5.3) lies in a compact subset of , it is sufficient to
show that M, L, and E lie in a compact subset of . Hence (5.3) lies in a
compact subset of W~cl'1 and in a bounded subset of W~x'°° .

First we remark that [6]:

|M(0)| < const lOI^,
|2(0)| < const lOI^;

hence, M and E lie in a bounded set of C* and in a compact subset of W.
-i,i

loc
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We complete the proof by showing that Ly and L2 satisfy the estimates

|L,(0)| < const lOI^,
|L2(0)| < constlfi\<S>\co,a

for appropriate a and ft : by the Sobolev imbedding theorem

|L2(0>)| < constOav 1

for an appropriate p and an appropriate constant depending on the support of <J>.
Hence L2 lies in a compact subset of 'q . First of all we notice that

|Li(<D)|<||<I>||co £
y+/€2Z

rU+W .
/ [lj]dx

rU+l)l /■' ,
< const ||0||cn r dx (1 - 6)V t]

JU~l)l JOj+i£2Z

x (2sj + d{^'_ - - &!) do
< const ||<D||co.

Hence,
IIM + L. + X||r. < constI Uq

and, by the Sobolev imbedding theorem, M + L] + E lies in a compact subset of
fV~l '9°, where 1 < q0 < 2. On the other hand, O e Ca(fl), \ < a < 1 , and we
have

iL2m< E fu+l)'mx, m-Qui, mww^dx
j' /e2z '(7-1)/

(n 1/2 / \ 1/2
r(j+i)i , \ ^ rU+i)i . .

E Ju n/ W*. ih) — Q>(jl, ih)\2 dx\ \T J{j ̂  I Wj\Y dx

Now we remark that
r-U+l)/

/ |4>(x, /A) - 0(7'/, ih)\ dxj hi-\)i
const rU+i)i<—-—sup/ |0(x, ih) - Q>{jl, ih)\

' J(j-\)i
const.., 2 f(j,'+1)/ 2a ,

7— ® C° / l*-^l ^' %-!)/
— const ||<I>||i,»/2a

and
  r(j+1)/ ,   rU+1)'   . 7
E/ l[^]l ^ < E / |V^(^)(^_-^)| < const.
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So, if p > 2/(1 — a),

\L2m < c||</»||c«(£J)/a_1/2 < const ||0||<.P(n)/Q"l/2.

Hence
llL2ll»-'-'o(n) ^ const/a_1/2 0

if a > \ and 1 < q0 < < 2 . The proof of the theorem is complete. □
Now we remark that we can find a family of probability measures {v^x t])ix ;)gn ,

the Young measures, associated to any sequence weak*-convergent in L°°(Q), such
/ *that for any continuous function H we have that {H(%f )} converges weak to the

value

/ H{X)v(xt){dX).
By the previous results, applying the div-curl lemma (see [37]), we have the following

Corollary 5.2. For any entropy-entropy flux pair (t]j, q}), j = 1,2, the commu-
tation relation of Tartar, namely,

<Vo' ^2- wi) = K,t)' ?i Xvo'~ ' ^5-7)
holds.

In the following we establish strong convergence for the Lax-Friedrichs and the
Godunov approximation.

Theorem 5.3. The Young measure v is a point mass in the (a>_ , <y+)-plane.
To prove this result we shall use a generalization (see also [19] and [31]) to our

case of the theory developed by [34] for strictly hyperbolic systems. In fact, it is easy
to show that the following properties hold.

Lemma 5.4. Let a be any number satisfying < a < -S , let s be such that

— * # cCQ_<CQ_=a-e<a<(jo_=a + e<-o,

and let (rj, q) be of east type with limit co*_ and (fj, q) be of west type with limit
co_ . Then the following conditions hold:

a) If, for all east-type entropy rj with limit af_, we have (u , fj) = 0, then

supp v n {(w_ , to ): co#_ < co_ < -5, co+ > 0} = 0.

b) Let 9_ and 9_ be, respectively, the Goursat data for the entropies t] and fj
and suppose that their derivatives up to the second order valued at a are nonzero
constants independent of e . If, for all e > 0, one has

(v,riq-fjq) = 0, (5.8)

then
supp^ n {(w_ , co+) : co_ = a, co+ > 0} = 0.

c) There exists a constant c independent of co*_ and of the entropy such that

{u,q) = c(y, tj).
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d) If there exists an east-type entropy fj with limit ft/ , so that (v, fj) / 0, then
for all west-type entropy pairs (6_, q) of limit a/_, we have

{v, q) = c{v, fj)

with the same constant c corresponding to the entropies of east type with limit co*_ ,
and satisfying the hypothesis (5.8).

Proof of Theorem 5.3. The reduction of the support of Young measures at a single
point will be done in two steps. First, we show that it is concentrated at most in four
points and then we reduce the support to a single point.

Let 8 > 0 be the constant used to construct the entropies in Lemma 5.4, and
suppose that a>Z < -S . One has immediately

supp v c =f {(<y_ , co+) 10 < a>+ < co++ , a>_ = a>Z or - 8 < co_ < 0},

and then
_  

<y_(o) = inf{y : oj_ < y < -S, suppi/ n {co : y < u>_ < -8} = 0} = a>_.

In fact, suppose w_{5) = -S . By using Lemma 5.4, we conclude that

suppi/ n {((0_ , (u ) : co_ — a, a 6 (&)_ , -<5)} = 0,

which yields a contradiction. On the other hand, if 0)_{6) G (ft)I, -8), we can show

suppi/ n {(&)_ , ft)+) : ft)_ = a, a £ (ft>_ , ft)_(<5))} = 0;

so v is concentrated on the lines co_ = co_(8), co_ = co~ and the strip defined by
-8 < ft)_ < 0.

Let e > 0 be such that coZ +£ < co_(8), (tj, q) be of east type with limit a>Z and
(fj, q) of west type with limit to" + e . By Lemma 5.4 we have {v , rjq - fjq) = 0,
for all e > 0. By the genuine nonlinearity of our system away from co_ = 0, we get
a contradiction as e -+ 0.

By a similar argument it follows that

suppi/ C $ {(<w_ , ft) ) | G)_ < co_ < 0, to = or 0 < a; < <5} ;

so we obtain
supp v c $s =f n

for all 8 > 0. Then we have

supp v C {(0, 0), (col, 0), (0, o/+), (ft)I, ft)^)}.

By using now Theorem 6.1 in Serre [34] and because of the genuine nonlinearity
of (1.1) in the interior of 31, we can exclude one of the four corners of 31. The
commutation relation of Tartar (5.7) and the mechanical energy, with the methods
of [19] and [31], leads to showing that v is a point mass. □
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Theorem 5.5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1, the approximate solutions
{{ul, v1)} converge (taking eventually a subsequence) strongly in L^c, p < +00,
to a weak solution (u, v) to system (1.1).

Proof. By using Theorem 5.3 and the fact that v'(x, t) > 0, as proved in Theorem
5.1, it follows that v is a point mass in the (u, v)-plane. The theorem is thus
proved. □

Appendix. Riemann problem. In this section we consider the Riemann problem of
the system (1.1) with data of the form

( (u , v ) x < 0,
(u,v)] = (u Q,v 0) = { (A. 1)'<=° I (U+ , V+) X > 0

where 0 and uT are constants. We shall solve this problem in the class of
functions consisting of constant states, separated by either shock waves or rarefaction
waves.

Next we discuss the construction of the shock-wave curves. Given a state (u_ , v_),
we consider the possible states («, v) that can be connected to the state on the
right by a back shock. The possible state (w, v) must satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot
condition, which in this case reads

(u-u_)s = (\ + n){u - u_) + f{v) - f(v_),
(V - v_)s = uv - u_v_.

Eliminating s from these equations, we obtain
a) if v_ > 0,

v - v
u-u = (2n + l)v_ - (2n - l)i>

72 f(v) ~ f(V-)
2nu_ =f \/4« u_ + 2[(2n + l)v_ - (2n - 1)?;] v -v

b) if v_ -0,

v =0 or u-u — ^—- (^2nu_ =f \J^n2u2_ - 2{ln - l)/(v)^ .2 n

Thus, the set S? of states that can be connected to (m_ , v_) by a 1-shock on the
right must lie on the curve S, = 5", (u_ , v_);

v - v

%

u-u = (2n + l)i>_ - (2n - l)v

/ ? ? f(v) _ f(v )2nu_ - J4n2u2_ + 2[(2n + l)t>_ - {In - \)v\ v - v_
u < u , v >0

u — u_ = - J {^2nu_ - yj4n2u2_ - 2(2 n - l)/(w)^ u < u_ , v_ = 0.
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With a similar analysis, we can construct the curve S2 consisting of all those states
that can be connected to the state (m_ , v_) by a 2-shock on the right. We find the
curve S2 = S2(u_ , v_):

S2:

v — v
u - u = (2n + l)u_ - (2n - l)v

/ ? ? f(v) ~ f(v )2nu_ + \ 4n u_ + 2[(2n + l)v_ - {2n - l)u] v — v _
u < u_ , v_ > 0

u — u_ = —Y ̂2nu_ + \j4n2u2_ - 2(2n - l)/(w)^ u < u_ , v_ = 0.

Now we recall that the integral curves have been studied in Sec. 2. So, the 1-
rarefaction wave curve Rx = R{(u_ , v_) is given by

dv gju,v)
u > u_ , v_ > 0

Rx:{
du f\v)
v{u_) = v_

v = 0 u < u_ , v_ = 0,

while the 2-rarefaction wave curve R2 = R2(u_ , v_) is given by

^2:

dv _ g+{u, v)
du f\v)
v{u_) = v_

v = 0 u < u_ , v_ = 0.

u > u , v >0

We can put all these curves together in the (u, v)-plane to obtain a diagram as in
Fig. 1.

Fig.
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This shows that, for a fixed (u_ ,v_), the (u, v)-plane is divided into four disjoint
open regions I, II, III, IV. We remark that the curves Rl and S, (R2 and S2
respectively) have second-order contact at (u_ , v_) [24, 25],

Now consider the general Riemann problem (l.l)-(A.l). Take (u_ , v_) as fixed
and allow (u+,v ) to vary. If (u , v ) lies on any of the above four curves, the
problem is trivial.

We thus assume that (u , v ) lies in one of the four open regions indicated in
Fig. 1. We define, for a fixed (u,v), W^u, ©) = S^tt, v) U i?;(w, v), i = 1,2.
Consider the point (u, v) 6 Wi{u_ , v_) such that (m , v+) e W2(u, v). Then the
solution to the Riemann problem (1.1 )-(A. 1) can be described as follows: we connect
(R, 0) to (w_ , v_) on the right by a backward wave and then we connect (u+, v+)
to (u,v) on the right by a forward wave. The particular type of waves occurring
depends, of course, on the position of (u+ , v+). In Fig. 2 (see p. 418) we illustrate
the four various possibilities when v / 0. We observe that, in this case, the state
(a, v) is such that V > 0, so that a vacuum (i.e., v - 0) does not appear.

It remains to consider the case of a vacuum. We first consider v_ > 0 and v+ = 0.
Referring to Fig. 1, we find the three possibilities illustrated in Fig. 3 (see p. 419).
On the other hand, consider v_ = 0 and v+ > 0. We obtain in this case the two
possibilities illustrated in Fig. 4 (see p. 420).

Using the results obtained in this section and the invariant regions result recalled
at the end of Sec. 2, we obtain

Theorem A. 1. The Riemann problem (l.l)-(A. 1) has a unique generalized solution
in the class of two constant states separated by shocks and rarefaction waves, provided
that (u_ , v_) and (u+, v+) are sufficiently close. Finally, if the Riemann data lie in
the invariant region (2.4) for some c > 0, the solution of the corresponding Riemann
problem also belongs to Ec.
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R i - — •S?(w+, ii+) in region I («_, u_) '—»- (u, v)   »■<«+, v+)

5 _ _ 5
(m+, ii+) in region II («_, il) ——»- (u, v)   »-{«+, v+)

5, _ R?(u+, v+) in region III (w_, vjy 1—*- (u, v) 4 H.U+, v+)

(u+, v+) in region IV (u_, v_) ——*- (u, v)   v+)

Fig. 2
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(m+, 0) in region II

R S
(m+, 0) in region I (m_, vj) 1—(u, v) 2 »-{u+, 0)

(u+, 0) in region IV

Fig. 3
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(«+. «'+)

(u+, v+) in region III

(u+, v+) in region IV

Fig. 4
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